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!5hat the rest of the speakers have to say might have some impact upon the 
kind of an excess profits tax that may emerge from ConrTess, but, in view of 
com itments, it would be surprising if anything that can be said now about altern-
ative corporate taxes were in any v/ay to affect the course of tax legislation in 
1950-51. 

To avoid mi sunderstanding, I wish to state at the outset my basic position on 
a few issues % 
It Taxes on profits realized during the emergency must be increased substantially, 
one way or another, if not by alternative corporate taxes, then by an excess pro-
fits tax. 
2. Higher corporate taxes should be enacted without delay. A "wait and see" tax 
policy is extremely risky at this juncturef Economic instability is decorous as 
regards national security and the preservation of our free enterprise system. 

The proponents of a "wait and see* tax policy, whether whistling or not, 
are in the dark. 

The plain facts are that inflation is centering A gallop is inminent u*le*s 
arrested by stronger fiscal and monetary measures. This requires elimination of 
postponabl* expenditures, expenditures of low social priority and a step-up in 
the slew moving program of eradicating wasteful expenditures. It nee#s*it*tee 
higher taxes, with top priority assigned to taxes on profits. 

The spindly and speculative supports for.a "wait and see" tax policy erunfe}* 
under the weight of evidonco that grinds to the unpleasant but inevitable conclu-
sion that there is no escape from higher corporate taxes. The alternative is 
accelerated inflation. 

The fact that tho federal cash budget is currontly in approximate balance 
is a favorable factor. But blueprints for defense expenditures are being speedily 
transformed into actual expenditures. M these delayed expenditures catch up, a 
largo federal cash deficit is certain to emerge. Th.jre is nothing on the inter* 
national horizon that warrants discounting tho prospect of high federal cash de-
ficits for several years. 

But despite the relatively favorable feioral budgot situation throughout 1950» 
several inflationary factors have boon at work* tho cash deficits of stato and 
local governments, credit expansion, activated liquid assets, rounds of wage in-
creases, rounds of profiteering and so forth. To hold against a conjunction of 
como or all of thoso factors would obviously require a largo federal surplus. 
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To stop inflation it takes more than a monthly peek at the cumulative federal 
cash budget to see if it is red or black. 

Inflation has not been stopped. It strides unarrested, roughshod over the 
economy. 

Taxes are high. Nobody can embark lightly on a program to make them higher# 
But the alternative to more taxes is more borrowing and more inflation. Unhappily, 
the choice of no more taxes and no more borrowing is not available. The defense 
expenditures cannot be denied without imperiling the nation. The emergency is al-
most certain to result in both more taxes and more borrowing and inflation. 

The problem is to minimize inflation by*effective taxation and management 
of the public debt. 

Both taxes a not debt must be kept down to the lowest level compatible with 
the attainment of our economic and other social objectives. But neither higher 
taxes nor higher public debt will permanently injure our economic penes. More-
over, in emergency it is proper to be less rather than more preoccupied with the 
perpetual economic problem of maintaining balance between current and future pro-
duction and needs, Effective management of the economic problems of each period 
is perhaps the surest way of preserving the free enterprise system and the Ameri-
can trend of economic progress. This is no time to default upon our collective 
responsibilities to support the more obvious essential economic policies so that 
we may do homage to some dimly discerned economic requirements of the future. 

Hie fear is that high taxation may slow capital formation in the emergency 
to the prejudice of future production. 

One way or another, capital formation must be adequate to maintain the high 
levels of production required during the emergency, but the pattern of capital 
formation gets distorted. Some plants may be permitted to run down, either be-
cause they do not fit the emergency production requirements or else because they 
fit it so well that maintenance cannot keep pace with intensive utilization. 
Other plants are specialized, peculiarly suitable for emergency production but 
uneconomic for other production. Government money seeps into the financing of 
capital formation during emergency periods, through direct investment, guaranteed 
leans at sub-market rates of interest, special amortization, various styles of 
payment on contracts, and perhaps other ways. 

The immediate issue is whether with lower taxes on profits the distortion of 
the pattern of capital fonnation and the extent of government participation in 
financing capital formation would actually be fundamentally different than with 
higher taxes on profits. 

Because emergency production falls outside the boundaries of usual risks 
assumed under the free enterprise system as it operates under peacetime conditions, 
it is not clear that even if it were practicable to finance an emergency without 
high taxes on profits, the maintenance of low taxes on profits reaped from emer-
gency production would result in turning over to the post-emergency economy capital 
equipment which either in volume or in pattern would be more adequate and suitable 
for peacetime requirements. 

Against this uncertainty is to be matched a certainty. 
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If profits are under-taxed relative to the rewards for the other factors of 
production, aonjy wages iiill be pushed up by successive rounds of increaas* 
încc inflation has not boon arrested by fiscal and monetary iooasuros rnd token 
controls already instituted, these rounds have been put in Aaotiorw a belated 
strong i'iscal raid monetary policy, if too belated, would no .d to be so restric-
tive to curb inflation effectively as to place the free enterprise system in the 
snme uncomfortable straight-jacket as rn effective system of direct controls• 

Friends of the fr~e enterprise system, t lose who would like to stave off 
direct controls ,nd ̂ ive the ̂ leral iiscal and monetary controls a chance to 
work within the iramework of thw free enterprise system must become militant 
opponents of a "writ and see,f tax policy. 

I do not anticipate that many, if rny, of the speakers participating in this 
symposium ar̂  here to praise the excess profits tax* Put unless acceptable alter-
native corporate tax^s can be formulated, our public responsibility is to resurrect 
the excess profits tax, not to bury it* 

It will not take long to explore the alternative corporate taxes* }fy subject 
is much narrower than alternative taxes$ it is alternative CORPORATE taxes* Thus 
I aia spared the tack oi q.vr isir^ in a few xainu teS a wide arr. y of potential 
ruV^rUw sources* I leave to the symposiums of the future the general sales tax, 
thw ŝ endings tax, the value added tâ-i, consulsory loans, a tax on increases of 
person.;! income, snd others * 

I confine nySelf to the one specific problem: if for the duration of the 
emergency substantial addition 1 taxes are to be levied on corporate profits, 
is there a better w*y of cettirio the revenue th. n by imposing ;n excess profits 
tax? A»'or purposes of preliminary analysis I assume that the type of tax Selected 
rill have no bearing upon the remount of revenue that it is practicable to raise 
from corporate profits, I v.dsh to make it clear, however, that in circumstances 
vhen it is imperative to ̂ o all out in the taxation of profits, the acceptability 
of thu method of taxation should be p critically important consideration in the 
decision whether to enact an excess profits tax or some alternative* 

The alternatives arei (1) to increase the corporate income tax rates by a 
uniform number of points or by a uniform percentrbej (2) to increase the rates and 
chaise the scopu of graduation; (3) "to increase the rates and differentiate as 
between retained and distributed profits, in favor of (a) either retained 
profits or (b) distributed profits; • nd (U) either separately or in combination 
*ith my of the first three methods, to broaden the corporate income tax base, 
either by sweeping in more items of receipts or by sweeping out some of the 
deductions presently allowable* 

I shall try to present the Analysis in terms of the objectives of higher 
corporate taxes and some important considerations which must be brought into focus 
in deciding the best way to derive the addition'! revenue from corporate profits• 

Since the excess profits tax base is much narrower than total corporate profits, 
It takes rnxre points of excess profits tax rate to yield the same amount of revenue 

n addition, i income tax* 
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In the four years I9h2-h$ combined, the excess profits tax base was about 
percent of total corporate uet income^ This is before adjustment for relief *iich 
has shifted and will continue to shift large amounts of profits realized during 
World ..ar II out of the excess profits and into the normal tax bin» The final 
figure will be lower than the preliminary k$ percent. Also, because of the diffi* 
culties encountered under the several varieties of World Wars I and II excess profits 
taxes and the rough approximations of excess profits attained under the best of then, 
the Congress is not likely to hew too close to the normal profits line in its 1950 
effort to determine what are excess profits• The percentage of total profits that 
can be expected to be classified as excess is almost certain to be substantially 
lower than the average for the World .ar II period. Figures as low as 20 percent 
have been used to support the practicability of an excess profits tax that would 
avoid entaglement in that no man's land where the bovernment and taxpayers become 
embattled with their disparate measures of excess. 

The thinner the slice of excess profits the higher must be the rate to yield a 
oivcn amount of revenue. A high rate that applies to surplus or windfall profits is 
less damaging to production incentives than a lower rate that impinges upon necece*r*7 
rewards. It does not follow however, that if excess profits are defined conserva-
tively an all out tax attack may be launched upon them with economic impunity. 

There are definite practical limits to maximum excess profits tax rates• 
Beyond these limits the inducement to wasteful use ol scarce resources breaks 

through the restraining barriers that preoccupied tax administrators can shore up 
against the le ale age in the tax base. Nobody knows precisely what the maximum feasi-
ble e::cess profits tax rate is because it depends on an assessment of imponderables* 
how preoccupied are the administrators and how lax is corporate management in the 
face of national danger, iixcess profits tax experience amply demonstrates, howeverb 
that the nia-dLmum feasible rate is substantially this side of 100 percent, perhaps 
somewhere near the 30 percent boundary® By better policing of expenditures for 
such items as advertising and business traveling and entertainment expenses and per-
haps other tainted with an odor of boondoggling, the feasible maximum excess profits 
tax rate can probably be pushed up a few points beyond 30 percent, but probably not 
beyond the World War II rate of 8£percent. 

The income tax rate for the large corporations, those that are the major objec-
tive of an excess profits tax, is now percent. If lor illustration favorable 
assumptions are madet corporate profits of h0 billion dollars, that of this amount 
h$ percent will be excess, the same percent as in the four year period 19U2~li5, and 
if further it is assumud that the maximum feasible excess profits tax rate will be 

percent^ about the sane as in jorld «ar II> then an excess profits tax would 
yield over seven billion dollars of net additional revenue because of the additional 
UO points that would apply to the uxcess portion of corporate profits * 

The excess profits tax cannot be ruled ait on the count of low revenue potentials 
Between the income tax rate of percent and a maximum excess profits tax rate of 
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85 percent, approximately the ̂ orld f̂ar II rate, there is room for realization 
of a larbe amount of revenue from eiaergency generated corporate profits * 1/ 

To summarizes the higher marginal rates required under an excess profits tax 
as against an income tax is a point against it. Vhe differentiation of emergency 
generated profits from other profits is a point in favor of it* Moreover, if VuorM 
•for II proportions of excess profits to total profits are used as a standard for 
differentiating the emergency created profits, it would appear that there is plenty 
of room to manoeuver with an oxcess profits tax rate to take a couple of bites out 
of these emergency generated profits, as circumstances require* 

The difficulty with this scoring of an excess profits tax as regards the points 
considered so far, is that it assumes away the basic policy issue which must bo 
settled in advance of analysis* can the or Id Y,ar II proportions of excess profits 
to total profits be attained in any style of a 1950 excess profits tax? If the 
base must be manipulated upwards to reach an acceptable basis lor the differentia-
tion between emergency generated end normal profits, to a point where the revenue 
potential is gutted, the case for an excoss profits tax is weakened* 

To be worthwhile, the revenue potential from an excess profits tax must be h.-g, 
even if the revenue from the law as first enacted is not. The next bite at exce«;j 
profits may not be thw last* It will depend upon the unpredictable intensity, scope, 
and duration of the international eniorgeiicy* 

There must be some room to manoeuver the base or the rates of an excess profits 
tax to make its yield responsive to changing revenue requirements • AS the corporate 
incoue tax rates move up in response to emergency requirements the differentiation 
will be weakening just when the case for differentiation is strengthening* To 
maintain the relative position of the excess profits tax in the revenue system in 
circumstances of such an unfolding emergency it would be necessary to broaden tho 
base. This can bo done only by entering the ar<„a of profits, where the basis for 
differentiation is so uncertain and arbitrary as to lack any foundation* 

Admittedly, there is plausibility in a contrary view# It is reasonable to 
maintain, as I do not, that an excoss profits tax should be enacted even if the 
slice of excess profits must be kept thin to meet acceptable standards for the 
differentiation of emergency profits* jtftwr all, ev^ry billion raised from this 
source relieves some other hard pressed source of income* 

Whatever is good judgement as regards these and other excess profits tax 
issues, let the relevant considerations be weighed without invoking mysterious 
insights* In their dubious capacity of political alchemists, some support an excess 
profits tax not on the meritorious consideration that it differentiates in a manner 
that alternative corporate taxes cannot, but, admitting unsatisfactory differentiae 
tion and all its manifold faults, they still allege that m excess profits tax 
creates a salutary tax illusions that emergency profits are under an all out tax 
attack and that other revenue sources heavily taxed are thus being relieved from an 
otherwise overwhelming assault* 

1/ If less than the full revenue potentialities of an excess profits tax 
is to be exploited in the immediate future, then the concession should 
be in thw direction of narrowing the base instead of reducing the rate, 
because the justification of an excess profits tax rests primarily on 
the distinction between emergency generated and other profits* Mani-
pulation of the base can chrnge the degree of certainty with rcspcct to 
tills differentiation; manipulations of the rate cannot* 
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Thus strategy takes over where Ionic ends. But is it illusion and is it 
salutary? X doubt it. 

It is ovr business to wipe o-rt, not create, illusions that serve to befog 
the public understanding of economic issues. vith widesnread dissenination of eco-
nomic information it is not easy to create a pood illusion. The nublic ^s alerted, 
wary and sufficiently aw*re of current tax Issues to insist that one ray or another 
profits be limited during the emergency period. If the intent is not to wield the 
excess profits tax axe to attain this objective it would be better not to sharpen 
this instrument in the hope of capturing the imaginary benefits of a tax illusion. 

If the emergency becomes more acute, and even if it does not, once the actual 
defense expenditures supplant the projected expenditures, i.t will be necessary to 
pull many levers at once to contain inflation. Tuch higher taxes than are in cur-
rent discussion will be necessary, particularly if an all out effort is to be made 
to h o t h e line by fiscal and monetary measures, without price and wage controls. 
But even if price ant) wa~e controls are teamed up with fiscal and monetary measures 
their success will depend, in substantial part, upon higher taxes to reduce the 
inflationary pressures originating in public borrowing and higher income flows. 

The question is whether an excess profits tax is superior to alternative 
corporate taxes to help of''set inflationary pressures. 

It is customary to assume that waj;e controls would be impossible -without 
an excess profits tax. But if, a3 seens likely, business is inore eager for some 
alternative corporate tax and is willing to assume whatever additional tax burden 
that may be determined by Conrress as its appropriate contribution to fin©ncinn the 
emer̂ enc;', then it is questionable whether they should be denier* their preference 
because it is assumed that labor's vra;e policies would be affected materially by 
the type of corporate tax rather than the amount of tax levied on net profits. 

The profits both before and a^ter tax are material. Even if profits after 
tax are stabilised an enornous vvovrlh in profits before tnx would reflect the 
rjoverranent»s failure in its struq:;le against inflation. Inflation is labor's worst 
tax, and in the very real uncomfortable nosition of labor during inflationary per-
iods it naturally and rightly invei^is against corporate nrofits and would do so, 
even if corporate profits after tax were decre«ninrj. 

It is less the si?,e of corporate profits before or after tare than the broad 
inflationary novement and the government1s failure to cope with it successfully 
that induces the successive rounds of viare increases and that feeds the inflation. 

Similarly, if the government failed to arrest inflation, rage controls would 
be no more or less feasible with an excess profits tax instead of m equivalent 
revenue producing alternative corporate tax. It may be sound policy to flail in-
flation with talk about hi^h profits. Put it is not easy to see how beating the 
profits drum with an excess profits tax vould help more in the fiftht against in-
flation than beating it tith some alternative corporate net incore ta;c of equiva-
lent weight. 

The emergency is of uncertain duration. 
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in excess profits tcx d >os n^t ago well* At best it is structurally fuwblo 
when launched, and <-is the oc >nvjy develops, it ̂ r ms pr >gressively worse *Lth tho 
more passage tf time. F^r this reason to>, I c uiclude that in the present cir-
cumstances it wmld n >t bo desirable t> imp >so an excess profits tax. 

Kigh taxes >n c >rp rr.tc pr-fits levied during tho emergency sh mid bo of the 
type th,\t can readily bo transf ;rmcd int > \n acceptable c xap >nont >f a peacetime 
tax systuiu Tho exccss profits tax is n it such an acceptable cement. It is a 
temp o# 

But more th.\n that* Kven as n oA,r0oncy tax, an excess profits tax fails t > 
moot brth equity and ec >n *nic tests. 

IIS regards equity: iT tho primary justificati on >f this 1 ;RM jf c >rp rate 
tax is tho dixforuntiati:-n botw..ji emergency and n >rm . 1 profits, the differentia-
tion sh )uld n>t bw o nXinod to trie profits >1 largw c >rp orations; it sh ould extend 
nt least t • s.nall c~rp t:ti <ns Mid urine >rp >r ̂tod businesses and professions. In 
am unt, uninc >rp tatod pr >fits :f business, pr >fossi >n 1, farm and rental incomes 
c ̂rnbinwd substantially wic^eds c :rp >r-to profits; ;nd while tho rato f increase 
in tho abrogate tf such inc >mos has n >t ::i."tchwd th; t >f c urp rate profits, r. 
distributi m \f the t >t-l by closes >f percent increase would sh>w substantial 
rr^as unii:c >rp ratud pr .fits \;liich match thu phoi ~aonal reccnt Advance ;f 
c >rp rate profits. 

Similarly, while pr ofits f small c >rp )rati )ns with loss thru *>25,000 inc *ae 
are ->nly a srivll percentage >f the t trl c >rp >rate profits, a detailed brcakd wn 
of these c >rp >r:rti ms by industry and size of firm would sh >w substantial humbors 
and substantia 1 an >unts )f profit >f emergency >rigin that should qualify fir the 
special cxcoss pr ofits tax. 

There are, >f course, g >od rwas <:,s for excluding small c >rp ̂ rati ms and 
unincorp >ratod business fr m an excess profits tax. 

As regards small corp r^tims, so long as unincorp or-ted business is excluded, 
their inclusion would stimulate disinc orp *rati )n and dist ort free chxice with 
respect to tho f orm of doing business. 

The inclusion of tho large numbers of unincorp crated business is not practical 
because tf the difficulties of distinguishing tho business fr>m tho owners of tho 
business and because of tho ::dministrativu and compliance pr oblems. 

The acc punting systems and financial management of small business entities, 
whether inc >rp-rated »r not, are n > match for tho wizardry required by an excess 
profits tax* 

But even if it were practical to swoop all small business entities into tho net 
of an excess profits tnx, it would n^t be desirable to do so for reasons that 
transcend equity c >nsidorati *is# Tho large corp ̂ rations can takv. tho punishment 
of a crude tax much botton than small business. In th^ intwrest >f preserving the 
froo enterprise system and keeping it competitive to the fullest practical extent 
in emergency, and particular^ beyond the emergency, the sĉ jpo >f -ny excess profits 
tax should bo kept narr ̂w ev^n though this vi )lates accepted standards of tax 
justice. 
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So far, comparison has been made between business units* Now consider 
the equity issues as regards the owners of the business units* 

It has always seemed to me unfair to beleaguer the excess profits tax 
with the charge that it departs farthest from the objectives of an integrated 
corporate and individual inooae tax, that the combined taxes are thrown fur-
ther out of rational alignment considering the relative tax paying capacities 
of the stockholders. By definition, an excess profits tax that effectively 
differentiates between emergency and other corporate profits will not accom-
plish the same alignment of combined corporate profits - individual income 
taxes as an integrated income tax system which treated eveiy dollar of income 
falling into the same income bracket alike, regardless of origin* In the 
first case the emergency dollars are reduced to standard dollars before being 
fed into the progressive tax millj in the second, they are fed into the 
progressive tax mill without prior adjustment and although the emergency 
dollars are clipped under either procedure, they are not clipped to the same 
extent, and the distribution of the aggregate clipping among stockholders is 
radically different• 

This type of conflict, between the principle of progression and differ-
entiation is familiar under the income tax* It is encountered, for example, 
when tax concessions are made to recipients of earned income, capital gains, 
gifts and bequests and imputed incomes of various kinds* In all these cases, 
difficulties arise primarily from the fuzziness of concept, whereas in the 
case of the excess profits tax the difficulty is partly this, but mostly that 
of measurement* 

A valid objection to an excess profits tax is not that it is incompatible 
with integration* It should be* It is rather that this incompatibility can-
not be justified when the excess profits tax stretches to embrace profits 
that are clearly not of emergency origin* 

Hie equity issue at the level of the ownership group, the stockholders, 
is more significant when raised against the chief alternative to an excess 
profits tax, namely, a flat point or percentage increase in the corporate 
income tax rate* 

Ever since the corporate income tax rates were moved up in World War II, 
but particularly in the past quinquenium, there has been much pointed public 
discussion of income tax integration* The Tax Institute and the National Tax 
Association stand out among the organizations that have contributed to the 
clarification of the issues which must be resolved in a solution of this com-
plex problem* A distinguished committee of the National Tax Association, under 
the chairmanship of Professor Groves, made its timely final report on integra-
tion in September of this year« The Committee stops at Korea* Its terms of 
reference did not require it to express itself on the issues before this 
symposium. 

As regards the structure of the corporate income tax and the integration 
problem, I have little, if anything, to add to my article in the National Tax 
Journal of June, 1949, prepared early that year* 

The situation then was not the saroe as now, but several factors were 
similar• Inflation, if not roaring, was audibly purring along, then as now. 
At a time when the Federal cash budget was running a surplus, much larger than 
the most optjomistic ever anticipated for 1950, a four billion dollar excess 
profits tax was under consideration for the purpose of closing an anticipated 
deficit, much smaller than the one which looms ahead* 
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I believed in 19U8 that the economy would be served best, not by an 
excess profits tax, but by higher taxes on corporate profits under a tor* 
porate income tax reconstructed in the direction of integration* Again* 
I am not in favor of an excess profits tax, or any othor apodal emergency 
tax, unless there is a clear preponderance of evidence that the emergency 
would be so much better served by it that it is worthwhile to postpone the 
attainment of repeatedly nosponed tax reforms. 

Early in I9h9, I came out, fundamentally, for the same integration 
plan which the Committee of the National. Tax Association now rooomcmdt 
for peacetime. The Committee seems to have doubts about the suitability 
of its basic plan for an econoaay hard pressed by inflation, whereas I 
would proceed with its ininediate iianlementation* 

The essential elements of the plan suggested by the Committee of the 
National Tax Association is to differentiate the corporate tax rate in 
favor of distributed profits, with protection accorded small corporations 
by mitigating or even eliminating the rate differential for the retained 
profits f small corporations. 1/ A combination of rates of UO percent 
on distributed profits and 60 percent on,fretained profits, with cushions 
for small business in the spirit of the National Tax Association Committee's 
plan, would easily yield the four billion dollars of revenue from corporate 
profits currently sought from an excess profits tax, and more equitably* 

Fow i shall try to answer some pointed questions* "7hy attempt to 
eradicate longstanding inequities in the middle of an emergency by adopting 
measures that would aggravate inflation? Have not the British, sensitive 
to the requirements of an intogr&ted corporation and individual income 
tax, nevertheless adopted the National Tax Association plan in reverse, 
imposing in 19U7 a higher supplementary tax on distributed profits than 
on undistributed profits to offset precisely the kind of stimulus to cor-, 
porate profit distributions that their basic integrated inoor»te tax syatea 
engenders and that the National Tax Association nlan would engender? 

The inflationary impact of an increase in dividends is usually grossly 
exaggerated. Per contra, the inequities from an uniotegratod inoaao tax 
and from every aggravation of the integration problem are underestimated* 

The inflationary impact of higher profit distribution is overestimated 
because it is not appreciated that such a large part of the dividends flow 
up the income hill. They are clipped by steeply progressive rates and the 
remaining balance is less likely to enter the consumption markets the higher 
the income of the recipients• Whether dividends enter the investment markets 
will make little difference, if any, as regards inflation six.ce one way or 
another investment will be financed to the limit of the availability of 
resources to meet the production requirements of the emergency* 

1/ The precise specifications of the plan, including the precise 
~ role of graduation as a further element of relief for small 

corporations, are not important for present purposes* 
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As regards the lower income recipients of dividends, a larger proportion is 
left after the tax and a larger proportion of the balance will be spent in the 
consumption markets than is the case with the higher income recipients. Such 
expenditure will be inflationary, but even here the contribution of an augmented 
dividend flow to inflation will be mitigated by a reduction of the pressures for 
wa?e increases and by a greater response to patriotic drives to increase saving. 

Wiile the bulk of the dividends flow to the higher income recipients, the 
dividend recipients with incomes under f5>,000 far outmnriber those with higher 
incomes. For the calendar year 19l±7, individuals with incomes under #5,000 re-
ceived only one-fifth of dividends reported but constituted two-thirds of the 
number reporting dividends, l/ 

On balance I conclude that the contribution of dividend distributions to in-
flationary pressures under conditions of full employment of resources and steep pro-
gressive individual income tax rates is not great, but that the inequities from an 
unintegrated high corporate tax on profits are serious and unwarranted. 

I have been silent on two previously mentioned alternatives - an all out gra-
duated corporation tax and a broadened corporate income tax base. 

An all out gradiated corporation income tax would depart further from inte-
gration without even the pretense of differentiation which is the foundation of any 
excess profits tax. I pick the excess profits tax over a graduated corporation 
income tax wiaich extends in scope beyond the point required to foster the growth 
of small business. Graduation of income tax is no substitute for an excess pro-
fits tax whether graduation be applicable to corporations or to individuals. 
Additional graduated rates proved to be a sufficient reason to omit individuals 
froa the scope of the rforld "Tar II excess profits tax, but it was sufficient on the 
basis of broad policy, not because anybody who understood the issues, thought that 
graduation of rates is a substitute for differentiation. 

I feel justified in omittin° from discussion the remaininr alternative, 
broadening the existing corporate income tax base, both by the pressures of time 
and because I view this as a marginal potentiality, unaffected by the method of 
taxing corporate profits. Indeed, the pressures to narrow the corporate profits tax 
base are stronger than the pressvrec to expand it. 

l/ There were about 3 l/2 million taxpayers who reported dividends. 
Nearly 2 l/U million of these were reported on taxable returns with 
adjusted gross income of less than t£,000, and nontaxable returns. 
But, these lower income returns accounted for less than .9 billion 
out of th^ total a.aovnt of U.3 billion dividends reported. For 191*8 
these lower income returns accounted for .8 billion out of 5.0 billion 
dividends reporter. 

Both the amount of dividends reported and the number of dividend 
recipients exclude dividends not exceeding flOO per return reported 
as other income on Form 10l*0A and all dividends received through 
partnerships and fiduciaries. 
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In conclusion, I sincerely hope that the Congress will formulate the 1950-51 
legislation along the lines of the National Tax Association Committeefs recent plan, 
but with specifications to meet the enormous revenue requirements of the emergency. 
We need, not a temporary excess profits tax, but a permanent integrated corporate 
income tax structure that is bvilt to yield, in a more equitable way than either 
an excess profits tax or a percent increase in the present corporate income tax 
the large amounts of revenue that can properly be expected from corporate profits. 

JHHHHH^****** 
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C ->rp >rati returns, 19U2-U5 
(lloajy fi^urus in millions >f dollars) 

i 
1912 

t 
191(3 

1 
1914* 19U5 

Total nuriber of returns 1*79,677 U55,89l U66,796 U5U,U60 

Returns with n > net inc >raet 
Number 
Gr >ss income 
Deficit 
Dividends paidt 

Cash and assets otlxr th n stock 
3t>ck 

172,723 136,766 123,563 118,106 
Returns with n > net inc >raet 

Number 
Gr >ss income 
Deficit 
Dividends paidt 

Cash and assets otlxr th n stock 
3t>ck 

1,001 

117 
3 

8,(#6 
399 

97 
5 

$,228 
83.9 

89 
5 

16,397 
1,026 

163 c' 

Returns with not income* 
dumber 
Gr >ss inc uo 
Not inc ae 
Inc jtjlo tax 
Access profits tax 
Total Tax 
Dividends ;>aidt 

Cr^h rxid assets >thvr then st>ck 
atock 

269,9^2 283,735 288,901* 303,019 
Returns with not income* 
dumber 
Gr >ss inc uo 
Not inc ae 
Inc jtjlo tax 
Access profits tax 
Total Tax 
Dividends ;>aidt 

Cr^h rxid assets >thvr then st>ck 
atock 

2U,0$2 
U,333 
7,919 
12,2^6 

5,1*90 
1 70 

28,718 
i*,U79 

U, Wi6 
15,926 

5,631 
i 220 

27,121* 
U,35U 
10,530 
ll4,83U 

5,969 
' 21(2 

23C, 838""* 
22,165 
U,183 
6,61? 
10,79< 

. 322 

Taxable excess profits returns$ 
Number 
lixcess pr >fits n^t inc *ao 
Adjusted cxcossppr >fits net income 

514,002 68,202 55,912 52,097 
Taxable excess profits returns$ 
Number 
lixcess pr >fits n^t inc *ao 
Adjusted cxcossppr >fits net income 

l?,0Ul4 
10,).i95 

22,30*? 
lli,?53 

26,1*72 
12,936 8,368 

Sourcct Statistics tf Incumo, 19ii5, port 2» 
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Period 
Corporate 
profits 
before 
taxes 

Corporate 
tax 

liability 

Corpora pf61it5 
after taxes 

Undistri-
Total 

Dividend 
payments 

buted 
profits 

1939 6.5 
19hh 2U.3 
19ii6 23.5 
19U7 30.5 
19U8 33.9 
191*9. . . . 27.6 
191*9 :First quarter 28.3 

Second quarter 26.U 
Third quarter 28.2 
Fourth quarter 27.6 

19$0sFirst quarter 29.2 
Second quarter 37.U 
Third quarter1 U2.0 

1.5 
13.5 
9.6 
11.9 
13.0 
10. 6 
~ Annual rates, seasonally adjusted 
- m y i f j — r.9 — r r 
10.0 I6.lt 7.( 8.7 
10.8 17.3 7 M 10.0 
10.6 16.9 8.2 8.7 

5.0 
10.8 
13.9 
18.5 
20.9 
17.0 

3.8 
JU.7 
5.8 6.6 
7.5 
7.8 

1.2 
6.1 
8.1 
12.0 
13.U 
9.2 

12.0 
15.2 
17.6 

17.2 
22.2 
2h.h 

8.1 
8.1 
9.1 

9.1 
lli.l 
15.3 

1 Estimates by Council of Economic Advisors; based on incomplete data. 
Source: Economic Indicators, iJovember, 1950 

Inventory 
valuation 
adjustment 

-0.7 
-0.3 
-5.2 
-5.8 
-2.0 
/2.2 

T J 
/3.9 
£.7 
/ .8 

- .7 
-2.3 
-7.0 
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